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Julie Jaidinger kindly shot comparable scenes the same day 
on the same Island of Hydra with a Nikon D100. The Kodak 
SLR/c handled the extremes of light and shade better. The 

Kodak delivered more pleasing punch in the colors too. We will 
have a written review soon, on www.digital-photography.org.
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We had the Kodak SLR/c for only a few hours, and it lacked an instruction manual. Plus it had only one lens. So this brief 
usage of the camera is not enough for FLAAR to recommend the Kodak SLR/c. If we like a camera well enough to recom-
mend it, then this would obviously be the camera we would use ourselves.

But the FLAAR staff has a Nikon D100 and a Nikon D70. Everyone at the university who has come to us for suggestions on 
what to buy, upon seeing that we ourselves use a Nikon, they have purchased either a Nikon D100 or a Nikon D70.

But if we had access to the Kodak SLR/c or SLR/n for a longer period (so we can do a serious evaluation), and find that the 
Kodak takes better photos than the Nikon, we would tend to downgrade our comments on the Nikon and upgrade our com-
ments on the Kodak to a recommendation. In the meantime, the primary digital camera that we utilize for generating large 
format inkjet prints is the Leaf Valeo 22. We started with a 90-day evaluation period, and the results were so much better 
than we expected, that we have extended our usage to open-ended.

You can obtain more information about the Kodak SLR/c and Kodak SLR/n cameras from Parrot Digigraphic. They can 
also explain which is the best inkjet printer to print your resulting images. With 14 megapixels you can enlarge them to an 
impressive size.

Contact for Parrot Digigraphic is imaging@parrotcolor.com.


